Demographic risk factors for COVID-19 infection, severity, ICU admission and death: a meta-analysis of 59 studies
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ABSTRACT

Objective We aimed to describe the associations of age and sex with the risk of COVID-19 in different severity stages ranging from infection to death.

Design Systematic review and meta-analysis.

Data sources PubMed and Embase through 4 May 2020.

Study selection We considered cohort and case–control studies that evaluated differences in age and sex on the risk of COVID-19 infection, disease severity, intensive care unit (ICU) admission and death.

Data extraction and synthesis We screened and included studies using standardised electronic data extraction forms and we pooled data from published studies and data acquired by contacting authors using random effects meta-analysis. We assessed the risk of bias using the Newcastle-Ottawa Scale.

Results We screened 11,550 titles and included 59 studies comprising 36,470 patients in the analyses. The methodological quality of the included papers was high (8.2 out of 9). Men had a higher risk for infection with COVID-19 than women (relative risk (RR) 1.08, 95% CI 1.03 to 1.12). When infected, they also had a higher risk for severe COVID-19 disease (RR 1.18, 95% CI 1.10 to 1.27), a higher need for intensive care (RR 1.38, 95% CI 1.09 to 1.74) and a higher risk of death (RR 1.50, 95% CI 1.18 to 1.91). The analyses also showed that patients aged 70 years and above have a higher infection risk (RR 1.65, 95% CI 1.50 to 1.81), a higher risk for severe COVID-19 disease (RR 2.05, 95% CI 1.27 to 3.32), a higher need for intensive care (RR 2.70, 95% CI 1.59 to 4.60) and a higher risk of death once infected (RR 3.61, 95% CI 2.70 to 4.84) compared with patients younger than 70 years.

Conclusions Meta-analyses on 59 studies comprising 36,470 patients showed that men and patients aged 70 and above have a higher risk for COVID-19 infection, severe disease, ICU admission and death.

PROSPERO registration number CRD42020180085.

BACKGROUND

COVID-19 or the disease caused by the SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus has caused a pandemic that has affected patients in more than 188 countries and territories around the world. The number of patients diagnosed with COVID-19 has exceeded 27 million on 8 September 2020, and to date more than 890,000 patients have died.1

Regarding demographics, respiratory tract infections are, in general, more severe in men and they tend to lead to higher mortality in men.2 Higher mortality for men was also observed during the severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) epidemic.3 In a mixed group of patients with COVID-19 and SARS, Jin et al found that increased age and sex were associated with more severe disease and mortality. However, a systematic review on the association between demographic factors and different severity stages of COVID-19 is lacking.

Knowledge on the association between demographic factors and different severity stages of COVID-19 such as infection, severe disease, intensive care unit (ICU) admission and death may provide insight into the underlying pathophysiological mechanisms (immunity, coagulopathy and comorbidities). This knowledge may also guide clinical decision-making, especially when there is an impending shortage in healthcare resources such as ICU beds. Additionally, exploring demographic factors influencing COVID-19 outcomes may guide policymakers in, for instance, the prioritisation of non-pharmaceutical interventions.
and screening. These demographic factors may also be important for the design and interpretation of clinical trials on the efficacy of treatments as they could potentially be strong confounders. Therefore, the aim of this living systematic review is to describe the association between demographic factors and COVID-19 in different stages of the disease.

METHODS

The reporting of this living systematic review and meta-analysis is in accordance with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) statement and a protocol has been registered a priori at the PROSPERO registry (PROSPERO 2020). For this review, we focused on the early phase of the pandemic.

Demographic factors include: age, sex, social economic status (education level), pregnancy and ethnicity. As only a few studies so far reported on the latter three factors, the current version of this review focuses on age and sex. Age was categorised into old age, defined as 70 years and older, and young age, defined as younger than 70 years. Seventy years was chosen as a cut-off point for the main analyses because this was the most commonly used cut-off in the first studies included. We also collected data on other cut-off points (60 and 65 years) where possible. We considered four stages of disease severity: (1) infection, (2) severe clinical or radiological symptoms (according to WHO guidance\(^1\)), (3) ICU admission, and (4) death. This led to the following research questions:

What is the association between demographic factors and:
1. A confirmed COVID-19 infection among the general population?
2. Clinically/radiologically severe COVID-19 among hospitalised patients with a confirmed infection?
3. ICU admission among patients hospitalised for confirmed COVID-19 infection?
4. Death among patients hospitalised for confirmed COVID-19 infection?

Originally, we also planned to investigate ‘hospitalisation’ as a potential outcome. However, only one study reported on this, which did not warrant inclusion in this version of the review. Future versions of the review will re-evaluate ‘hospitalisation’ as an outcome. The cases and controls for each stage of the disease are defined in Table 1.

### Data sources and searches

The search strategy was devised with a specialised librarian (GHLF) and the following databases were searched from December 2019 up to 4 May 2020: Medline via PubMed and Embase. Additionally, EPPI Centre (COVID-19: a living systematic map of the evidence) was consulted up to 31 March 2020.\(^8\)

We designed the search strategy to be sensitive and reproducible. The term COVID-19 was elaborated in combinations of controlled vocabulary and free text terms. See online supplemental appendix 1 for the full search strategy. No language restrictions were applied during the search strategy. Studies reported in languages spoken by the research team were included: English, Dutch, German, French and Russian. Studies published in any other language were temporarily excluded and will be reconsidered in future updates of this living review.

### Study selection

Initial screening on the basis of title and abstract of eligible studies was performed by one reviewer (RTD, AVJ or BGP). A second reviewer (RTD) redid the study selection procedure on a random sample of 500 studies. The between-reviewer agreement from these 500 studies was 98.4% with a kappa of 0.74, indicating substantial agreement.\(^9\) When the information in the abstract did not suffice or where there was any doubt, the studies remained potentially eligible. The full text of potentially eligible studies was independently evaluated in duplicate by two reviewers (from AR, SZ, AA, JIRD, SH). All records identified through the searches were collected in an electronic reference database and subjected to the following inclusion and exclusion criteria: the study had to focus on humans with COVID-19 or SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus infections providing, or potentially providing, sufficient information to calculate risk ratios for our prespecified associations (Table 1). A study was excluded when no valid comparisons could be made. This was the case when less than five observations were reported in any cell of the contingency tables, when the study quality score (see next paragraph) was less than 5 out of 9 and when patients were admitted to hospital for different indications than for COVID-19 (eg, kidney transplant patients, patients with fractured bones).

### Table 1  Study structure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Severity stage</th>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Infection</td>
<td>Test positive</td>
<td>Test negative</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Severe symptoms (clinically or radiologically)</td>
<td>Severe symptoms</td>
<td>Non-severe symptoms</td>
<td>Hospitalised COVID-19 cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. ICU admittance</td>
<td>Admitted to ICU</td>
<td>Not admitted to ICU</td>
<td>Hospitalised COVID-19 cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Death</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>Alive</td>
<td>Hospitalised COVID-19 cases</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ICU, intensive care unit.
Data extraction and quality assessment

Observed frequencies of outcomes and controls per level of the determinants were extracted from text, tables or figures (ie, 2×2 tables leading to unadjusted risk ratios) for each included study. One reviewer (AR or SZ) extracted data from included studies regarding the severity stages of COVID-19, patient demographics and study characteristics in a predefined electronic data sheet that was designed during a pilot data extraction phase on the first eligible studies. A second reviewer (AA, JIRD or SH) double-checked the inclusion by the data extractors. Any disagreements were resolved by consensus or by consulting a referee (BGP or MPZ). We contacted the authors of papers with data presented in a way that did not allow summarisation in contingency tables by email. We sent a reminder email after 1 week. In total, we contacted 87 authors of whom 17 supplied additional data which could be used in the analyses for 12 papers. Risk of bias of the included studies was appraised independently by one reviewer (from AA, JIRD or SH) using the Newcastle-Ottawa Scale (NOS).10

Data synthesis and analysis

We used the relative risk (RR) to assess the association between each severity stage (ie, diagnosis, severe disease, ICU admission and death) and demographic factors. The data from the included studies underwent random effects meta-analysis to determine the pooled effect sizes with corresponding 95% CIs and (in case of heterogeneity) 95% prediction intervals.11 The amount of statistical heterogeneity was assessed through visual inspection of the forest plots and by calculating I² statistics.12 If data allowed, we explored potential sources of statistical heterogeneity when I² was above 40% (1) through subgroup analyses and (2) with random effects meta-regression analyses on predefined factors. These factors include: geographical region, study quality, study size, days into the pandemic, publication date, diagnostic modality (eg, PCR test, CT signs, clinical symptoms and their combinations that led to the diagnosis of COVID-19) and clinical setting (eg, nursing home, home, hospital, general practitioner cohort). We carried out leave-one-out analyses to determine the influence of possible outlier studies on the pooled effect size. The study setting and diagnostic modality were very consistent within the different outcomes, so a sensitivity on these factors was not meaningful.

To assess publication bias we constructed funnel plots for visual inspection and statistically tested potential asymmetry using the Egger and Harbord test.13 14 In case of asymmetry, a trim-and-fill method and cumulative meta-analyses were used to explore the magnitude and direction of publication bias.

Patient and public involvement

This systematic review and meta-analysis is part of the WHO Evidence Collaborative on COVID-19 answering their rapid review priority questions on risk factors for infection and disease severity. Patients were not involved.

RESULTS

Study selection

The literature search yielded 11 550 unique hits of which 300 studies were eligible after screening titles and abstracts. From these eligible studies, we excluded 241: 13 were reviews; 17 were written in a language not spoken by the review team; 118 did not report or evaluate demographic factors; and 93 had no valid comparisons between cases and controls. This left 59 studies in the current meta-analysis, covering a total of 36 470 patients.13-25 Details of the study selection are given in figure 1 (PRISMA flow chart).

Study characteristics

We included studies on the effect of age (70 years or more vs less than 70 years) and sex (men vs women). There were either no studies or not enough studies on social economic status, pregnancy or ethnicity to allow any meaningful analyses. Regarding age and sex, there were not enough studies on the outcome ‘hospitalization’ to allow any meaningful analyses. The current meta-analysis therefore presents results on age and sex regarding risk of infection, disease severity, ICU admission and death.

From the included studies, 50 were from China, 3 from the USA, 1 from Germany, 1 from Iran, 1 from Italy, 1 from Singapore, 1 from South Korea and 1 from the UK. The included studies were published between 2 January 2020 and 15 April 2020. The mean age of the patients in the included studies ranged from 7 to 73 years. The percentage of males in the included papers ranged from 35% to 81%. The follow-up ranged from 12 to 73 days. For details of individual studies, organised by exposure and outcome, see online supplemental appendix 2.

Risk of bias

The methodological quality of the included papers was high with an average of 8.2 out of 9, as measured with the NOS. Case definition and case representativeness were acceptable in 55 out of 59 and 55 out of 59 studies, respectively. Control selection and control definition were acceptable in 59 out of 59 and 55 out of 59 studies, respectively. Exposure ascertainment and comparable ascertainment were acceptable in 57 out of 59 and 58 out of 59 studies, respectively. Non-response rate was not applicable for our study questions. Details of NOS items for individual studies, organised by exposure and outcome, are available in online supplemental appendix 2.

Synthesis of results

Meta-analyses of the primary outcomes for the risk factors sex and age revealed differences among men and women and among patients 70 years of age or older (70+) and below 70 years (70–). An overview of the pooled results
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from random effects meta-analyses for each demographic factor separately can be found in table 2.

**Demographic factor: sex**

There was an unambiguous association between each stage of disease severity and sex with men having a higher risk of infection, disease severity, ICU admission and death than women. Men have a statistically significant 8% higher risk of being diagnosed with COVID-19 than women (RR: 1.08, 95% CI 1.03 to 1.12; 8 studies) (see figure 2). When diagnosed, men also experienced more severe disease than women (RR 1.18, 95% CI 1.10 to 1.27; 35 studies), implying that the risk of severe COVID-19 disease for men is 18% higher than that for women (see figure 3). Moreover, the rate of admission to ICU in patients with COVID-19 was higher among men as compared with women. The aggregated random effect was 1.38 (95% CI 1.09 to 1.74; 11 studies) (see figure 4). Finally, we observed that men were at higher risk of death

---

**Table 2** Summary of data synthesis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exposure</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Studies (n)</th>
<th>Patients (n)</th>
<th>Pooled estimate (RR)</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>95% PI</th>
<th>Heterogeneity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex (male vs female)</td>
<td>Infection</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16286</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.03 to 1.12</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Severe disease</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>7832</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.10 to 1.27</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ICU</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1493</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1.09 to 1.74</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12792</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.18 to 1.91</td>
<td>0.73 to 3.10</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (70+ vs 70−)</td>
<td>Infection</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12996</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>1.50 to 1.81</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Severe disease</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1102</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>1.27 to 3.32</td>
<td>0.42 to 9.93</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ICU</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>688</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>1.59 to 4.60</td>
<td>0.47 to 15.7</td>
<td>69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9222</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>2.70 to 4.84</td>
<td>1.51 to 8.67</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ICU, intensive care unit; NA, not applicable; PI, prediction interval; RR, risk ratio.
from COVID-19 as compared with women (RR 1.50, 95% CI 1.18 to 1.91; 14 studies) (see figure 5). These increased risks for men across all severity stages were statistically significant, with little heterogeneity (see table 2).

Demographic factor: age

This meta-analysis also showed a clear-cut distinction between patients aged 70 years or older (70+) and 70 years or younger (70−) with respect to each stage of disease severity for COVID-19 (see figures 6–9). Patients aged 70+ appear to have a 65% higher risk for infection of COVID-19 (RR 1.65, 95% CI 1.50 to 1.81; 4 studies). When infected, they also appear to have a higher risk for severe COVID-19 disease, need for intensive care and death (RR 2.05, 95% CI 1.27 to 3.32; 7 studies, RR 2.70, 95% CI 1.59 to 4.60; 5 studies, and RR 3.61, 95% CI 2.70 to 4.84; 5 studies, respectively). These increased risks for older patients across all severity stages were statistically significant and very consistent, though there was some observed heterogeneity in the magnitude of this effect but not in the direction of the effect.

Sensitivity analyses

Funnel plots showed some asymmetry for the relation between sex and the outcomes of severe disease, ICU admission and death (all p values above 0.063; Harbord test). Although the subsequent trim-and-fill
analysis revealed some reduction in the effect sizes, all conclusions remained the same. More specifically, the RR for severity changed from 1.18 to 1.16, for ICU from 1.38 to 1.20 and for death from 1.50 to 1.20. We also redid the meta-analysis by excluding studies with possible overlap in patients, to make sure each patient was only included once. We assumed this to be the case when studies were similar in terms of region, recruitment period and hospital; in a group of studies with a possible overlap, only the largest study was included in the analysis. The results remained almost identical (see table 3). We also performed exhaustive sensitivity analyses consisting of subgroup analyses and meta-regression (see online supplemental appendix 3). The conclusions of our study did not change in subgroups, nor were any factors identified as significant sources of heterogeneity in meta-regression analyses. The main reason for this is the low level between study variance. For sex, however, little heterogeneity was observed. For age, there was some heterogeneity in the magnitude of this effect but not in the direction of the effect.

**DISCUSSION**

**Summary of evidence**

In this systematic review we described the association between demographic factors and COVID-19 infection, severity, ICU admission and death. There were not enough data to report on pregnancy, socioeconomic status or ethnicity. Our results showed that men were more often severely affected by COVID-19 than women on all stages of the disease. Men more often had a higher risk for COVID-19 infection. When hospitalised with COVID-19, men more often developed severe COVID-19 disease and more often required intensive care admission, ultimately
a systematic review on the full body of evidence.\textsuperscript{76,77} Not an option to wait until the pandemic is over to publish new evidence is published almost on a daily basis, and it is systematic reviews risk becoming rapidly outdated when published in the foreseeable future. Moreover, traditional for these research questions will likely be continuously included in the analysis. The results remained almost identical. ICU, intensive care unit; RR, risk ratio.

Table 3 Exclusion of possible overlaps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exposure</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>All studies</th>
<th>Excluding possible overlap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Studies (n)</td>
<td>Pooled estimate (RR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (male vs female)</td>
<td>Infection</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Severe disease</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ICU</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (70+ vs 70−)</td>
<td>Infection</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Severe disease</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ICU</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Studies with possible overlap of patients were excluded from the analysis, results presented in bold. Possible overlap was assumed when studies were from the same region, recruitment period and hospital. In a group of studies with possible overlap only the largest study was included in the analysis. The results remained almost identical. ICU, intensive care unit; RR, risk ratio.

resulting in death more often. We also found that patients aged 70 years and above affected by COVID-19 were more often observed to have confirmed COVID infection, severe disease, ICU admission and dying compared with patients younger than 70 years.

A living systematic review design was chosen because during the COVID-19 pandemic there is an urgent need for the most up-to-date evidence while maintaining scientific rigour and quality.\textsuperscript{74,75} Additionally, studies relevant for these research questions will likely be continuously published in the foreseeable future. Moreover, traditional systematic reviews risk becoming rapidly outdated when new evidence is published almost on a daily basis, and it is not an option to wait until the pandemic is over to publish a systematic review on the full body of evidence.\textsuperscript{76,77}

Possible explanations

This study looked at unadjusted risk ratios for the demographic factors age and sex for several COVID outcomes. Although some studies have reported adjusted risk ratios, this indicates a different goal. Adjustment is only relevant when attempting to look at causal effects, in which case the causal effect will be validly estimated after full adjustment for all confounders, while simultaneously avoiding adjustment for colliders and mediating factors. Given that the optimal adjustment factors are not yet known and also differ across various research questions, settings and, most importantly, across time and place, we consider this undesirable. For the purpose of the current study, unadjusted risk ratios were considered most appropriate.

This observation of higher risk of severe disease and higher risk of dying for men compared with women when affected by COVID-19 is in line with the fact that, in general, respiratory tract infectious diseases are more severe in men and subsequently tend to lead to higher mortality in men.\textsuperscript{2} Moreover, during the SARS epidemic of 2003, mortality was also higher in men.\textsuperscript{3} Thus, this increased severity of respiratory tract disease, including COVID-19, and increased mortality for men may point to an underlying biological mechanism. Aside from anatomical, lifestyle, behavioural, comorbidities and socioeconomic differences between men and women it has been suggested that differences in the immune system between men and women may, at least, partially explain the observed sex differences in the incidence and severity of respiratory tract infections.\textsuperscript{2} Indeed, several groups have found sex differences in the immune response, including the innate immune response.\textsuperscript{78,79} Regarding COVID-19, there are indications that immune response (inflammation) markers such as interleukin-6 (IL-6) are associated with severity and mortality.\textsuperscript{80,81} In a broader perspective, immune response markers, such as IL-6, have also been associated with worse outcome and higher mortality in trauma patients.\textsuperscript{82,83} Thus, in addition to differences in health and comorbidities between men and women, differences in the way the immune system responds to the COVID-19 infection may also play a role in the pathogenesis and the outcome of the disease.

Similar to sex differences in immune response, the immune system also changes with age. Ageing is, among others, characterised by a chronic proinflammatory status of the immune system with persistent low-grade innate immune activation that may increase tissue damage caused by infections in the elderly.\textsuperscript{84,85} Ageing is also associated with a high prevalence of comorbidities and decreased reserve capacity of vital organs which may lead to increased frailty, and together with an aged immune system this may put elderly individuals at risk of a poor outcome and higher risk of mortality when infected with COVID-19.

Implications for clinicians, policymakers and researchers

Regardless of the underlying mechanism, the observed demographic differences in COVID-19 severity may contribute by informing clinical and policy guidelines in the prioritisation of non-pharmaceutical interventions and screening for COVID-19 in groups at risk of worse outcome. The observation that men and patients aged 70
years and above have a higher risk of severe disease, ICU admission and death when infected with COVID-19 may guide individual clinical decision-making. For instance, men and patients aged 70 and above may be advised to seek out medical consultation at an earlier stage of the disease, and when admission in hospital is required clinicians should be made aware of the higher risk of severe disease and mortality in these groups. For clinical trials and other human studies on COVID-19, in particular those evaluating possible treatments for COVID-19, it is especially important to control for age and sex as they are strong confounders.

Limitations and strengths
We should also consider some limitations. Most included studies, n=50, were still from China involving Chinese patients with COVID-19 compared with n=9 studies from outside China, potentially limiting the generalisability of the findings. Additional studies outside of China are expected and will be included in future updates of this living review. Additionally, the data extraction and quality assessment were performed by one reviewer. In future updates of this review, a second reviewer will (at least partially) reperform the data extraction.

Methodological limitations include the fact that disease severity was in most papers defined according to the clinical stages of COVID-19 issued by China and WHO interim guidance, but this was not always reported. Additionally, in some papers it was unclear whether severity was assessed on hospitalisation or during follow-up. This is additionally complicated by the fact that referral policy to dedicated hospitals in China obscures the severity on initial admission. Therefore, it was not always clear whether an RR or OR was the most appropriate risk measure. RRs were used to obtain conservative estimates.

Due to the observational design of the included studies, there may be confounding by differences in, for example, prehospitalisation health status and comorbidities. However, the observed differences in outcome for sex and age are consistent with other respiratory tract infections and there is a pathophysiological basis (eg, differences in immunity systems and response) that could explain the differences in outcome for sex and age that we observed.

Our review has the following strengths. Our search strategy was thorough and complete: we screened 11.550 individual records. After contacting corresponding authors, we were able to include additional data from 12 studies. The methodological quality as reflected by the NOS score was high and a thorough sensitivity analysis could not refute the conclusions. The possible influence of publication bias on our results was considered to be small: the time the included studies were published spans less than 4 months, almost all studies have a different research question than our questions and we were able to include extra (unpublished) data from 12 authors. This small influence of publication bias is confirmed by the small changes in effect size after the trim-and-fill analyses.

During the study selection phase we came across a number of studies that had to be excluded because of very short follow-up (days). As a consequence, the majority of included study subjects did not report on endpoints like recovery, discharge from hospital or mortality. Furthermore, information on the subjects without an endpoint was missing, so there was a high risk of non-differential misclassification that could lead to bias. For instance, in a particular study 20% had either recovered or deceased while 80% was still admitted in the hospital, and there was no information on the distribution of demographic factors for this 80%. When confronted with these studies we contacted the authors and, in some cases, received information that allowed the study to be included.

CONCLUSION
We systematically reviewed the literature to describe the relation between age and sex and COVID-19 infection, disease severity, ICU admission and death. Meta-analyses on 59 studies comprising 36,470 patients showed that infection, severe disease, ICU admission and death are more likely to occur among men and patients aged 70 and above.

Systematic review registration
PROSPERO 2020: CRD42020180085 and online supplemental appendix 4. Please note that we have prospectively reported when phases of the review started. However, these changes have not yet been made to the online protocol. This delay in updates on the research protocol is probably due to the high workload at Prospero.
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